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Newly completed Camels in Hooper's Chelsea works, late 1918.

D

id the British Aircraft Industry successfully overcome
cultural obstacles – such as the inclusion of women
workers, or even longstanding pre-war cultures of
craftsmanship – towards meeting wartime aircraft production
demands?
Compared to its modest pre-war roots, the British aircraft
industry experienced explosive wartime growth. As part of
this rapidly expanding ‘ecosystem’ of suppliers it was natural
that new cultures of workmanship grew in tandem, with the
inclusion of female labour as perhaps the most outwardly
visible cultural shift. It can be said that the cultural obstacle
to including female labour was overcome comparatively
straightforwardly, as industries essential to the production
of munitions or aircraft welcomed the influx of women
during the war.1 This should come as little surprise given the
increasingly severe shortage of skilled male labour noted
previously; indeed the post-war history of the AID is explicit
in recognising this impetus, noting that it necessitated
the utmost possible use of woman viewers, and even that to
encourage the application of a superior type of girl, the higher
grade of woman examiners was introduced.2 Company
histories also repeatedly emphasise the scale of this influx,
for instance at Ruston subsidiary Hornsby’s of Grantham,
females in the foundry were unheard of until the Great War,
but the practice continued thereafter.3 At Ransomes of Ipswich
2,200 women were employed by 1918, many in the production
of aeroplanes where the work was of a very high standard,
a remarkable increase given Ransomes’ entire workforce
numbered only 2,500 personnel in 1911,4 and that pre-war the
only women employed at Ransomes were ‘the housekeeper and
sundry charwomen.’5 Likewise at Glasgow’s Weir Company,
since the outbreak of the war, women had replaced men…
in the automatic department, and 80% of the aero-engine
department were female,6 while even cursory review of team
photographs in December 1917’s print of The Aircraft Rag,
Airco’s in-house, employee-run magazine, reveals that several
departments – including the Fabric Machinists’ Department,
Fabric Covering Department, Fitter’s Shop, Erecting Shop and

Bolt Inspection Department – were entirely female,7 with the
latter team’s ‘History of the BID’ in particular noting it had a
female forewoman as early as 1915 and suggests a remarkably
strong team spirit.8 Similarly at the AID, female labour was
introduced by 1915 and from this time onwards throughout
the war, not less than 50 per cent of the whole AID staff were
women.9 Clearly recognising their increasingly depleted pool
of skilled males, government entities and industry employers
were demonstrably eager to overcome the cultural obstacles to,
and successfully implemented the, widespread employment
of female labour. A distinction must nevertheless be made
with skilled, shop-floor males. The cultural obstacle to female
workforces in the British aircraft industry was essentially
confined to this level, with varying degrees of resistance,
reflecting that dilution struck at the everyday life of the worker,
his job, his security,10 and more concretely that wartime
dilution was driving a narrowing of pay differentials between
skilled and unskilled workers.11 Manifestations of such concern
included light-hearted jabs in Airco’s The Aircraft Rag, which
as late as April 1918 quipped that we have ‘diluted’ our labour
both male and female until we have workers of the combined
sexes and neither sex.12 It could also be seen more explicitly in
the three-day strike of 911 male aircraft workers in London
in February 1918 objecting to a lady Welfare Superintendent,
with the Superintendent consequently resigning,13 or the twoday strike of 700 male aircraft joiners in Cowes, shortly before
the German Spring Offensive in March 1918, due to a joiner
discharged for refusing to sharpen tools for women workers,
resulting in the man’s reinstatement.14 Mac Kay nevertheless
concludes that such resistance to the introduction of women
in skilled work has obscured the fact that, in most cases, women
were introduced without opposition.15 Indeed, nationwide
1,659,000 women entered the labour force between July 1914
and 1918,16 with the proportion of females in the British
workforce rising from 26.5% in 1915-16 to… 46.7% in 1917-18.17
Clearly, the alignment of both for government’s and suppliers’
necessity comprehensively overcame the cultural obstacle
to including women in the British aircraft industry, despite
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